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Contract systems, especially of the higher-order flavor, go hand in hand with blame. The pragmatic purpose of blame is to narrow down the code that a programmer needs to examine to locate the bug when the contract system discovers a contract violation. Or so the literature on higher-order contracts claims.

In reality, however, there is neither empirical nor theoretical evidence that connects blame with the location of bugs. The reputation of blame as a tool for weeding out bugs rests on anecdotes about how programmers use contracts to shift blame and their attention from one part of a program to another until they discover the source of the problem.

This paper aims to fill the apparent gap and shed light to the relation between blame and bugs. To that end, we introduce an empirical methodology for investigating whether, for a given contract system, it is possible to translate blame information to the location of bugs in a systematic manner. Our methodology is inspired by how programmers attempt to increase the precision of the contracts of a blamed component in order to shift blame to another component, which becomes the next candidate for containing the bug. In particular, we construct a framework that enables us to ask for a contract system whether (i) the process of blame shifting causes blame to eventually settle to the component that contains the bug; and (ii) every shift moves blame “closer” to the faulty component.

Our methodology offers a rigorous means for evaluating the pragmatics of contract systems, and we employ it to analyze Racket’s contract system. Along the way, we uncover subtle points about the pragmatic meaning of contracts and blame in Racket: (i) the expressiveness of Racket’s off-the-shelf contract language is not sufficient to narrow down the blamed portion of the code to the faulty component in all cases; and (ii) contracts that trigger state changes (even unexpectedly, perhaps in the runtime system’s data structures or caches) interfere with program evaluation in subtle ways and thus blame shifting can lead programmers on a detour when searching for a bug. These points highlight how evaluations such as ours suggest fixes to language design.
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1 THE ORIGIN STORY OF BLAME

The origins of contracts and blame in higher-order languages [Findler and Felleisen 2002] can be traced to an apocryphal story.¹ Once upon a time, a young PhD Student embarked on the mission of building a programming environment for a newly-hatched higher-order language. The road to success was (and still is) strewn with vicious bugs, and the Student fought for days, months and years to weed out as many of them as possible. Some times though, the battle was impossible to win... The Student had to deal with havoc-causing faulty callbacks and other powerful values from other people’s code. All the Student could do was labor hard to trace where the values came from, and try even harder to convince the authors’ of that other code that the problem was on their end and their responsibility. After repeating this process again and again, the Student finally made a wish; “I wish there was a way to say what values others should give to my code, and if they do not comply then they get blamed!” And so contracts and blame came to be. Happily ever after, contracts caught all the stray values, blame showed where they came from, and the Student had to worry no more about what piece of code was at fault.

Twenty years on, stories like this sustain the folklore belief in the potency of blame for helping programmers find software bugs. Papers about higher-order contracts contain claims in the vein of “blame kicks off the debugging process in the right direction” or “blame narrows down the search for the bug”, despite a lack of systematic supporting evidence (e.g. [Dimoulas et al. 2013, 2016; Strickland and Felleisen 2009b; Waye et al. 2017]).

This paper examines whether the reputation of blame is justified. Its contribution is the first rigorous empirical methodology for phrasing and answering two questions about contract systems and how their blame assignment relates to the location of bugs. The first question asks whether programmers that heed blame and focus their attention to blamed components eventually locate the faulty component. We refer to components as core units of a program’s structure (depending on language context, examples might include modules, classes, or definitions). The second question asks whether programmers keep getting “closer” to uncovering the location of the bug when they rely on blame for guidance. Together, these questions aim to determine whether programmers can translate blame information to the location of bugs in a systematic manner. In other words, the paper introduces a means for evaluating the pragmatics of a contract system. After all, the pragmatic value of blame assignment, and thus a key element of a contract system, is determined by its relevance for eliminating bugs.

The main source of inspiration for our methodology is the established programming practice for dealing with blame.² If a programmer is convinced that a blamed component does not contain a bug, then the programmer increases the precision of the contracts between the component and other components in an attempt to detect faulty values the component received. That is, the programmer attempts to shift the blame to some other part of the program. Using blame shifting, our two questions reduce to whether (i) iterative blame shifting culminates in blame settling on the faulty component, and (ii) blame shifting always moves blame “closer” to the bug.

To study these questions, inspired by recent work for evaluating gradual type systems [Takikawa et al. 2016], we start with a program with a number of components out of which one is known to be faulty, and we construct a lattice with elements that correspond to different configurations of the program. Each configuration describes a different choice of precision for the contracts of the program and, therefore, the lattice enables us to systematically explore the relationship between contract precision and blame. Specifically, we can use the lattice to answer our first question;

¹This story is a work of fiction. Names, characters, business, events and incidents are the products of the authors’ imagination. Any resemblance to actual persons, living or dead, or actual events is purely coincidental.
whether repeated increase of the precision of the contracts of a program results in blame shifting which eventually causes blame to point to the faulty component of the program.

Similarly, we use the configuration lattice to answer our second question; whether increasing the precision of contracts shifts blame “closer” to the faulty component. To define closer, we draw inspiration from the theory of correct blame [Dimoulas et al. 2011]. While this theoretical work says nothing about blame with respect to bugs, it gives meaning to blame through the flow of the witness of the contract violation, i.e., the value that failed a contract check. In particular, a contract system that blames correctly assigns it to a component that controlled the flow of the witness at some point during the evaluation of a program. This fact jives with the phenomenon that programmers observe when blame points to a component that is not inherently faulty; the component gets blamed because it received a faulty value and either tried to use it or passed it along to another component. For our purposes, the path of the flow of a faulty value from component to component connects the faulty part of a program to the blamed component and, hence, the length of this path gives a natural notion of distance between blame and the location of the bug for each configuration in the lattice.

We have applied our methodology to evaluate Racket’s contract system on a corpus of programs and we have discovered that, contrary to the folklore, neither question has a positive answer for all of these programs. First, while blame shifting does identify the faulty component in the majority of cases, there are specific situations where Racket’s contract language does not support writing the contracts that would blame the faulty component. Second, while in most cases blame shifting moves blame closer to the bug, Racket’s contracts can affect the evaluation of a program in surprising ways that, after blame shifting, lead to an increase rather than a decrease of the distance between the blamed and the faulty component. These issues highlight how investigations such as ours can improve language design.

Section 2 describes the main ideas and insights of the paper with a concrete example. Section 3 turns the insights into testable hypotheses and develops in abstract terms our method for examining whether they hold for a contract system. The instantiation of the method for evaluating Racket’s contract system comes in section 4 while section 5 discusses the results of the evaluation. We have collected lessons we learn about contracts and blame in Racket and in general in section 6. Section 7 discusses related work and section 8 gathers some final thoughts about the pragmatic meaning of contracts and blame.

2 A MOTIVATIONAL EXAMPLE AND THE KEY INSIGHTS

Figure 1 depicts a snippet of a Racket program that calculates an infinite stream of prime numbers using the Sieve of Eratosthenes. We use this example to demonstrate how programmers react to a contract violation and how they can use contracts and blame to facilitate debugging. We consider the top level definitions of the program to be its components. The snippet consists of three such components:

• **sift** is a function that consumes a number \(n\) and a stream of numbers \(st\), and returns a stream that contains the same numbers as \(st\) except those that are multiples of \(n\);
• **sieve** consumes a stream \(st\), and constructs a new stream with the same head (hd) as \(st\), and the recursively sieved tail of \(st\) after sifting from it hd;
• **primes** is the stream that sieve returns when given the stream of all naturals starting at 2.

Two of these definitions come with contracts:

3. the contract for **sift**, \((-\rightarrow\text{integer?}\;\text{stream?}\;\text{stream?})\), states that it is a function that consumes an integer and a stream and produces a stream; while

---

3In Racket, programmers can opt to accompany some definitions with a contract using the `define/contract` form.
The above justification of blame is the source of the key insight of this work: if we make the contract of `primes` more precise, then the contract system should be able to detect the problem and give us blame information that is more accurate with respect to the location of the bug, that is the contract system should detect that `primes` received a faulty value. In general terms, heeding

---

Fig. 1. The Sieve of Eratosthenes, with a bug highlighted in red.

* the contract for `primes`, `(streamof (and/c integer? prime?))`, states that it is a stream of integers that are also prime numbers.

These contracts are sufficient to uncover a bug we planted in the implementation of the Eratosthenes sieve. In detail, when we run the program and attempt to inspect the first two elements of `primes`, the contract system complains that the stream’s second element is 4, an integer that is definitely not prime. Thus it fails the `prime?` part of the contract of `primes`. Together with the information about which value failed what contract, the contract system provides blame information that identifies the definition responsible for the problem. In this case, blame points to `primes`, which promised to be a stream of primes.

However, even a cursory inspection of `primes` indicates that the problem is not actually there. As the highlighted condition in figure 1 shows, the problem is with `sift`. In contrast to what it is supposed to do, `sift` fails to remove from its `st` argument elements that are multiples of its `n` argument. Unfortunately the contract of `sift` is not precise enough to detect this discrepancy, and `sieve` does not have a contract at all. This reflects a fundamental aspect of the design of contract systems; programmers can choose the level of precision of the contracts of their components and the contract system reports only a mismatch between the contracts and the program’s behavior. Hence, in the absence of precise contracts, blame points to the component whose contracts detect that it handles a faulty value. However, this value may have reached the blamed component from somewhere else in the code under contracts that are insufficient (if there are any at all) to detect the bug contracts. Specifically in our example, `primes` ends up getting blamed because it has blindly trusted these two components to produce values about which `primes` makes promises in its own contract [Dimoulas and Felleisen 2011; Dimoulas et al. 2011].
blame and increasing the precision of the contracts in a program should eventually lead to the identification of the component that contains the bug. It is worth noting, however, that it is not always possible for a programmer to write a sufficiently precise contract to detect a problem without re-structuring their program. That said, for this study, we elect to consider how we can increase the precision of contracts while leaving the program proper intact. In other words, we examine the relation between blame and bugs within the margins of the expressive power of a contract system and a fixed set of programs.

Back to our example: even though primes seems to be as precise as possible, in fact, it is missing something important; primes interacts and receives values from sieve. Thus increasing the precision of the contract of primes requires making the contract of sieve more precise, at least for the use of sieve in primes.\footnote{This is a subtle point of the design of Racket’s contract system. Even though we refer to the contract of a component as a single entity that regulates all its interactions with any other component in a program, Racket’s contract system pushes programmers to split the contract into multiple contracts spread across a number of components. For the purpose of this study, we treat all of these pieces as the single contract of a component.}

Figure 2 shows three candidate contracts for sieve ordered by increasing precision.\footnote{In Racket, contracts are ordinary values that programmers can construct with the help of a small domain specific language of contract combinators such as the function contract combinator -> and predicates such as prime?.} The first, (a.1), states properties of the tags of the argument and result of sieve. Of course, this is insufficient to change the behavior of the program; sieve does indeed produce a stream when given a stream. Thus, attempting to inspect the first two elements of primes with this new contract results in exactly the same contract error that blames primes. The second contract, (a 2), is also insufficient; the result stream does contain integers, just not the right ones.

Further increasing the precision of the contract requires considering the expected behavioral properties of sieve beyond “type-level” descriptions. In particular, sieve should produce a stream where no integer in the stream is divisible by any of its predecessors. To check this property, the
last contract for sieve in figure 2, (a.3), replaces the range of the previous contract, (a.2), with the custom contract sieved-stream/c. The contract verifies that the stream’s tail contains only numbers indivisible by its head; then it attaches itself recursively to the tail of that stream, thereby building up the property that no element of the stream is a factor of any later element.

Given this precise contract that captures the functional correctness of sieve, inspecting the first few elements of primes leads to a new contract error that blames sieve. Blame does not yet detect the faulty sift but at least it now draws the attention of the programmer to a point earlier in the path of the faulty value from sift to primes; it singles out the intermediary sieve. In this way, blame shifts closer to the location of the bug.

Since an inspection of sieve confirms that the bug is not there, the next step is to revisit the contracts of sift, the component sieve receives values from. The bottom part of figure 2 shows how we can enhance gradually the precision of the contract of sift to obtain a contract that, similar to the last one for sieve, describes precisely the expected behavior of the function. This dependent contract, (b.2), uses the function contract combinator ->i instead of ->. The former supports naming the arguments and result values of a function to use them to construct other portions of the contract. In this case, the contract for the result of sift depends on the argument n, and uses it to enforce that the elements of the result are not divisible by n. Hence it is now sufficiently precise to detect the bug and blame finally shifts to sift, the definition that contains the bug.

The above exposition offers a view of two promising properties about blame assignment:

- **Blame Trail:** If blame points to a component, either:
  - The component contains the bug, or
  - If a programmer increases the precision of the contracts between the blamed component and those from which it receives values, then blame shifts to another component;

- **Search Progress:** When blame shifts from one component to another due to increasing the precision of contracts, blame moves closer to the bug in the program.

The pragmatic consequence of these properties is that repeating the blame shifting process makes blame eventually settle on the faulty component while at each point programmers make progress towards uncovering the bug. Thus, determining whether or not these properties hold for a contract system helps us evaluate the design of the contract system.

### 3 FROM THE IDEAS TO AN EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

This section develops our method for examining the truthfulness of the Blame Trail and Search Progress properties for a contract system. The description offers a blueprint to any language designer that would like to use the method to evaluate the design of the contract system of their language. Inspired by Takikawa et al. [2016], the starting point of the method is a set of programs and a lattice of program configurations that we can explore systematically for each one of the programs.

#### 3.1 The Configuration Lattice

There are two requirements for selecting suitable programs for our experiment: (i) each program should contain a number of different components; and (ii) there should be exactly one fault in the program.

Since the central goal of the method is to explain how, in a given contract system, blame assignment changes when modifying the contracts of a program, we assign a list of contracts to...
We can run a configuration to determine if the contract system detects any bug, and if so which.

In other words, the configurations of a program with a list of contracts ordered in terms of increasing precision; that is, for any two contracts, one (the more precise) must supersede the other. A contract $k$ supersedes a contract $k'$ iff a program using $k$ instead of $k'$ signals a contract violation when the program using $k'$ does so. Intuitively, $k$ should check everything that $k'$ checks, and possibly more. For example, the least precise contract of a contract list may describe a trivial correctness property that every component satisfies; the most precise contract may describe the partial functional correctness of the component and a contract of intermediate precision may describe a type-like property of the component.

Defining the precision comparison in this manner may catch the careful reader by surprise. Since, as we discuss in section 2, the goal of our methodology is to examine blame shifting, the straightforward approach is to compare the precision of the contracts based on the precision of the contracts for the inputs of a component independently of the precision of the output contracts. In contrast, our comparison takes into account the precision of contracts for inputs and outputs alike. However, from the perspective of blame shifting this does not matter; if a component gets blamed then its output contracts already detect the issue and increasing their precision further is inconsequential. Thus, we opt for a stronger precision comparison that in turn simplifies our experimental setup without loss of generality.

We leave the details about how contract system designers that want to run our experiment should select programs and contracts intentionally abstract beyond their crucial properties. Both the programs and the contracts are parameters of the experimental design.

With programs and contracts in hand, we can create a number of variants of each program, dubbed configurations. Configurations are complete programs obtained by selecting a specific contract for every component from its list. Hence, configurations differ from each other in the contracts of their components. For example, in one configuration we may select the least precise contract for every component from its list. Hence, configurations differ from each other in the contracts of their components.

We can run a configuration to determine if the contract system detects any bug, and if so which component it blames.

The following definitions summarize the important bits about configurations:

- A contract map $KMAP$ relates each component $c$ of a program with a list of contracts ordered by precision $\{K_1, K_2, ..., K_n\}$.
- A configuration $CONF$ maps each component of a program to an element of $KMAP(c)$; that is, it maps each component to a specific contract in the component’s ordered contract list.

Naturally, we can relate configurations to each other based on the precision of their contracts. Given a software system $C$ and a contract map $KMAP$, we say a configuration $CONF$ is an ascendant of a configuration $CONF'$ iff there exists a component $c$ such that $KMAP(c) = \{k_1, k_2, ..., k_n\}$, $CONF(c) = k_j$, and for all other $c'$, $CONF(c') = CONF'(c')$. That is, given a configuration, we can obtain its ascendant by replacing the contract of one component $c$ with the more precise contract in $c$’s ordered contract list. We call $c$ the distinction point between the configuration and its ascendant. Generalizing the ascendant relation, a configuration $CONF$ is above a configuration $CONF'$ iff $CONF = CONF'$, or there exist configurations $CONF_0, ..., CONF_n$ such that $CONF_{i+1}$ is a descendant of $CONF_i$ for $0 \leq i < n$ and $CONF = CONF_0$ and $CONF' = CONF_n$. In other words, $CONF$ is above $CONF'$ iff there exists a chain of descendants from $CONF$ to $CONF'$.

Consequently, the configurations of a program $C$ with contract map $KMAP$ form a complete lattice $\mathcal{L}[C, KMAP]$ of size $\prod_{i=1}^{|C|} |KMAP(c_i)|$. The top element of the lattice is the configuration where all components have their most precise contracts, and the bottom element is the configuration where $c$.

\[ \text{In Racket, this corresponds to the any/c contract.} \]
3.2 The Experimental Procedure

We use the configuration lattice to formalize the relationship between blame and bugs, and to examine whether Blame Trail and Search Progress from section 2 hold for a contract system. First, we introduce a few necessary definitions. We say:

```scheme
Contracts
sieve-types (-> (streamof integer?))
sieve-max (-> (streamof integer?))
sieved-stream/c (-> (streamof integer?))

primes-types (-> integer? (streamof integer?) (streamof integer?))

streamof (and/c integer? prime?)
```

all components have their least precise contracts. Figure 3 illustrates the lattice for the example from section 2, if the only components were `sieve`, `sift`, and `primes`.
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Fig. 4. A blame trail for the example from section 2.

- a configuration $CONF_i$ is significant in $\mathcal{L}[C, KMAP]$ iff evaluating $CONF_i$ results in a contract violation.
- a blame trail in $\mathcal{L}[C, KMAP]$ is a sequence of significant configurations $CONF_0, \ldots, CONF_n$ such that $CONF_{i+1}$ is an ascendant of $CONF_i$ and evaluating $CONF_i$ blames the distinction point between $CONF_i$ and $CONF_{i+1}$.
- the configuration $CONF_0$ in a blame trail $CONF_0, \ldots, CONF_n$ is the root of the blame trail.
- the configuration comparison $\leq^X_{\mathcal{L}}$ is a function that consumes two configurations in a blame trail and returns whether the first produces blame closer to the faulty component than the second. This function is parameterized over a particular lattice ($\mathcal{L}[C, KMAP]$) and faulty component ($X$).

Figure 4 depicts the lattice for the running example from section 2 along with a blame trail. The root configuration of the trail evaluates to blame that points to $\text{primes}$. The next configuration along the trail differs from the root in the precision of the contract of $\text{primes}$, so it is an ascendant of the root with distinction point $\text{primes}$.

Each of the configurations in the lattice may exhibit blame that is closer or further from the bug than the blame of other configurations. For example, the root configuration points to $\text{primes}$ as the culprit for the contract violation while the bug is in $\text{sift}$. In contrast, another configuration blames $\text{sift}$, which is the component containing the bug. That is, in terms of the configurations in
In section 2, we informally describe a distance comparison based on the path that the witness of a contract violation follows from component to component. In section 4 we revisit this comparison in detail. Here, however, we use the configuration comparison to abstract a relative notion of how far the blame of a configuration is from a bug compared to another. In particular, the configuration comparison is not defined precisely beyond its interface with the rest of the experiment.

Hence, together with the selection of the programs for the experiment and the contract map of each program, the configuration comparison is one of the three parameters of the experiment that capture factors that may vary depending on the intentions of the contract system designer that runs the experiment. For instance, contract system designers can choose different sets of programs to study how (a part of) their contract system interacts with a set of language features. Similarly, one designer may want to understand how the contract system behaves for a spectrum of “reasonable” contracts, that is, contracts that the designer deems programmers usually write. In contrast, another designer may be interested in the full spectrum of expressiveness of a contract system. Our experimental design can accommodate both, as they can select their contract map accordingly. Finally, designers can experiment with different configuration comparisons to model the different systematic ways blame shifting makes progress towards the detection of a faulty component, each offering a different perspective on blame in a contract system. We revisit the practical implications of the selection of these parameters in section 4, where we discuss the instantiation of the experimental design for Racket.

Figure 4 suggests how we can use blame trails, contract maps, and the configuration comparison to restate the Blame Trail and Search Progress properties from section 2. The process of shifting blame from component to component by strengthening the precision of the contract around the blamed component forms a blame trail, and that trail should end with blame on the buggy component. Furthermore, each step of the process should bring blame closer to the bug according to $\leq_X$. Specifically, given a program $C$ with a faulty component $c$, contract map $KMAP$, and configuration comparison $\leq_X$, we define the properties more precisely as follows:

- **Blame trail**: For every significant configuration $CONF_r$ in $L[C, KMAP]$, all trails that start at $CONF_r$ and cannot be further extended terminate at a configuration $CONF_i$ that blames the faulty component $c$. In other words, every blame trail in $L[C, KMAP]$ ends with blame on the faulty component.

- **Search progress**: For every blame trail $CONF_0, ..., CONF_n$ in $L[C, KMAP]$, $CONF_{i+1} \leq_X L CONF_i$.

In other words, we turn the two properties into testable hypotheses that we can verify or disprove with the configuration lattice. The rest of the experiment is divided into two phases, one per hypothesis, that we repeat for all programs we have selected after constructing their configuration lattice. Figure 5 extends figure 4 with annotations for how elements of the trail contribute to checking each of the hypotheses.

**Phase 1: Testing Blame Trail.** Given a lattice, the first step is to separate its significant configurations from those that do not produce blame. For example, a configuration may not produce blame because certain bugs may cause the configuration to produce a runtime error before any contract violation. Alternatively, some bugs may produce behavior which the configuration’s contracts are unable to distinguish from correct behavior because they are not precise enough. To distinguish significant from non-significant configurations we simply run all configurations and check whether they result in blame. Of course, it is possible that no configuration in the lattice is significant and thus the whole lattice is irrelevant. We can quickly exclude such scenarios by running the top configuration of the lattice. After all, if the contracts of that configuration are not precise enough
Fig. 5. Checking a blame trail for the two hypotheses.

to detect the bug, then no other configuration can be because the top configuration contracts supercede all others.

After isolating the significant configurations, we use them as starting points to examine whether all blame trails in the lattice reach configurations that blame the faulty component. To that end, we treat each significant configuration as the root of a blame trail in the lattice. In particular, we check if the configuration has a ascendant with distinction point equal to the configuration’s blamed component. If such a ascendant exists, it becomes the next configuration along the blame trail that we examine. We therefore say that we follow the blame trail by repeating the process from the ascendant configuration. If no matching ascendant exists, we check whether the configuration blames the faulty component of our program. If it does, then the property holds for this blame trail and we continue inspecting the lattice until all blame trails have been considered. In the opposite case, we have discovered a violation of Blame Trail.

Before concluding the discussion of phase I, we must consider how blame assignment interacts with a fundamental pragmatic property of contracts. Contracts are typically written in the same language as program’s components, which allows programmers to use familiar reasoning, tools, and abstractions in both the specification and implementation of a program. Naturally, however, that aspect makes contracts prone to the same kinds of bugs as the implementation of components. In fact, contracts occasionally share code with components, hence a bug in a component might
manifest simultaneously as a bug in a contract, which in turn may affect the properties that contracts check. For example, if a contract uses a faulty version of a predicate then it may detect a violation where it should not and blame an innocent bystander. On the other hand, it may fail to detect a violation when it should, making bogus any result the program produces, including blame.

To account for this in our experimental design, any references inside contract code to program components are always protected by the most precise contracts from the contract map for those components. The intuition behind this precaution is that if a contract uses a faulty component, then the component’s most precise contract is the best we can do to detect the issue before it affects contract checking. This reflects that blame, similar to the contract checks that produce it, is only meaningful if contracts are not faulty. In practical terms, it means that programmers must exercise extra caution in the implementation of contracts in order for blame information to be meaningful.

**Phase II: Testing Search Progress.** We test Search Progress by a *post mortem* analysis of data collected during the first phase. For each blame trail $CONF_0, \ldots, CONF_n$, we check whether $CONF_i + 1 \leq X L CONF_i$ for all $0 \leq i < n$. If for a pair of configurations $CONF_1$ and $CONF_2$ that appear in a blame trail, $CONF_2$ is above $CONF_1$ but $CONF_2 \leq X L CONF_1$ returns false, then we have discovered a violation of Search Progress. Computing these comparisons may require instrumenting the configuration evaluations during the first phase to record sufficient information about every pair of a configuration and its ascendant visited. Different comparisons will require different information and hence instrumentation, but all likely require at least the faulty component and blamed component of each configuration.

As a final remark on the experimental design, the description so far prescribes that the experiment should examine the full configuration lattice for a program. However, doing so may not be feasible if the program has a large number of components. In this case, we can sample the lattice for significant configurations and focus only on the blame roots starting from these configurations, with the number of samples depending on the desired confidence in the results. Figure 6 depicts a summary of the method using the sampling option.

**4 EVALUATING RACKET’S CONTRACT SYSTEM**

In order to evaluate the utility of the proposed experimental design, we apply it to Racket’s contract system. Herein, we explain how we instantiate each of the parameters that we discuss in section 3.
Table 1. Benchmarks summary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Description (author)</th>
<th>Features exercised</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dungeon</td>
<td>An imperative program that generates floor maps for an RPG game. (Vincent St-Amour)</td>
<td>lists, structs, first-class classes,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>objects, vectors, mutable hashes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forth</td>
<td>An interpreter for the Forth programming language using the object-oriented</td>
<td>lists, classes, objects,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>command pattern. (Ben Greenman)</td>
<td>lists, ho functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KCFA</td>
<td>A functional implementation of a control flow analysis for the lambda calculus.</td>
<td>structs, lists, hashes,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Matt Might)</td>
<td>sets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBTA</td>
<td>An imperative, object-oriented knowledge base that answers queries about the Boston</td>
<td>lists, classes, objects,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>transit system. (Matthias Felleisen)</td>
<td>hashes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morsecode</td>
<td>An imperative implementation of the Levenshtein distance algorithm plus some Morse</td>
<td>lists, vectors, hashes,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>coding. (Neil Van Dyke and John Clements)</td>
<td>ho functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sieve</td>
<td>Defines a simple stream data type and uses it to implement the Sieve of Eratosthenes.</td>
<td>structs, lists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snake</td>
<td>A functional implementation of the classic Snake game using basic recursive list</td>
<td>structs, lists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>processing. (David Van Horn)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1 Selection of Programs

We selected seven programs from the gradual typing performance benchmarks of Takikawa et al. [2016] based on the diversity of their features. Some of those programs are highly imperative, some are functional, and others follow an object-oriented design. Furthermore, the programs combine a wide range of Racket constructs such as first class functions, classes, objects, and mutable data. These programs therefore exercise a correspondingly diverse set of Racket’s contract system features. Each benchmark comes with an included driver that runs the program on pre-determined inputs, which do a good job of covering the programs; according to Racket’s coverage tool, the inputs achieve at least 90% coverage. We summarize the benchmarks in figure 1.

In accordance with the first program selection requirement from section 3, each of these programs consists of a number of components. Specifically, we treat each top level definition per module as a component. This results in a large number of components with involved dependencies and interactions.

The seven programs, though, fail to meet the second program selection requirement; running them does not raise any errors. To remedy this, inspired by mutation testing DeMillo et al. [1988, 1978]; Lipton [1971], we modify the program to produce a synthetic bug in each program in the form of a small syntactic modification, called a mutation. For example, figure 7 depicts the original syntax of the Sieve benchmark at the top, and a mutation at the bottom that flips the highlighted conditional expression. In fact, the red highlighted bug in the code from section 2 is the product of

---

Actually, mutation may lead to an equivalent program, but such cases are already handled by the relevance check in Phase I of the experimental procedure. Section 6.2 discusses further the relationship between mutations and bugs.
L. Lazarek, A. King, S. Sundar, R. B. Findler, and C. Dimoulas

(define (sift n st)
  (define-values (hd tl)
    (stream-unfold st))
  (cond [(= 0 (modulo hd n))
      (sift n tl)]
    [else
      (make-stream
       hd
       (λ () (sift n tl))))])

(define (sift n st)
  (define-values (hd tl)
    (stream-unfold st))
  (cond [(not (= 0 (modulo hd n)))
      (sift n tl)]
    [else
      (make-stream
       hd
       (λ () (sift n tl))))])

Fig. 7. A mutation of sift in the Sieve benchmark.

Table 3. Summary of mutation operators.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>operator</th>
<th>description</th>
<th>examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>constants</td>
<td>Replace constants with similar values</td>
<td>0 ↔ 1, True ↔ False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arithmetic</td>
<td>Swap arithmetic operators</td>
<td>+ ↔ −, * ↔ /</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relational</td>
<td>Swap relational operators</td>
<td>&lt; ↔ &lt;=, = ↔ !=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>logical</td>
<td>Swap logical operators</td>
<td>and ↔ or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conditional</td>
<td>Negate conditional expressions</td>
<td>if A ↔ if !A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>statement</td>
<td>Delete statements in sequences</td>
<td>A; B; C → B; C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>argument</td>
<td>Swap argument ordering</td>
<td>f(A, B) ↔ f(B, A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hide-method</td>
<td>Hide public methods</td>
<td>public A() → private A()</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

another mutation that changes the constant 0 to 1. As these examples illustrate, we can mutate any given component in many ways. We systematically generate a large number of variants for each program, dubbed mutants, using one of the syntactic transformations summarized in figure 3, which are drawn from the standard set of mutation operators Coles [n. d.]; DeMillo et al. [1988]. We treat the set of mutants of the original programs as the programs analyzed by our experiment and figure 2 collects the number of mutants for each program along with its number of components and lines of code.

4.2 The Contract Maps

We have manually implemented contracts for each of the definitions in the selected programs. The contracts come in three levels of precision. The first level, none, is the trivial correctness property that holds for any component; we have implemented it using Racket’s any/c. The second level, type, captures type-like properties. For this level, since the programs originate from Typed Racket’s performance evaluation benchmark suite, we have translated the Typed Racket types of their definitions into contracts. The third level, max, aims for partial functional correctness; it consists of the most precise specification we can express for each definition using Racket’s contract combinators and predicates. This level does not aim to be the maximum precision contract that can possibly be implemented, nor do we require them to be so. For instance, we did not implement any contracts that use state to monitor extra-functional properties like how many times a function is invoked. Instead, our selection of contract levels

Table 2. Program overview.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>program</th>
<th>LOC</th>
<th>components</th>
<th>mutants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dungeon</td>
<td>541</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forth</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KCFA</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBTA</td>
<td>469</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morsecode</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sieve</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snake</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#lang flow-trace
\n--- a few lines of code plus dependencies ---

;; `sift n st` Filter all elements in `st` that are equal to `n`.
;; Return a new stream.
(define/component (sift n st)
  (contract-map
   [max (-> (streamof integer?) sieved-stream/c)]
   [type (-> (streamof integer?) (streamof integer?)?)])
  (define-values (hd tl) (stream-unfold st))
  (cond [[= 0 (modulo hd n)) (sift n tl)]
    [else (make-stream hd (\() (sift n tl)\))])))

;; `sieve st` Sieve of Eratosthenes
(define/component (sieve st)
  (contract-map
   [max (->i ([n integer?] [st (streamof integer?)] [result (n) (streamof (and/c integer? 
                         (not/c (divisible-by/c n))))])]
   [type (-> integer? (streamof integer?)
            (streamof integer?)?)])
  (define-values (hd tl) (stream-unfold st))
  (make-stream hd (\() (sieve (sift hd tl))\))))

;; stream of prime numbers
(define/component primes
  (contract-map
   [max (streamof (and/c integer? prime?))]
   [type (streamof integer?)])
  (sieve (count-from 2)))

--- more lines of code ---

Fig. 8. Sieve and its Contracts

reflects our effort to understand blame in Racket when programmers take full advantage of its
domain specific contract language to express functional specifications.
(define/component (sift n st)
  (contract-map
   [max (-> (streamof integer?) sieved-stream/c)]
   [type (-> (streamof integer?)
             (streamof integer?)])])
(define-values (hd tl)
  (stream-unfold st))
(cond [(not (= 0 (modulo hd n))) (sift n tl)]
      [else
       (make-stream hd
                    (λ () (sift n tl)))]))

(define/component primes
  (contract-map
   [max (streamof (and/c integer? prime?))]
   [type (streamof integer?)])
  (sieve (count-from 4)))

Fig. 10. Two mutations of Sieve and their impact on tracing. The solid arrows denote the flow of a faulty value.

Figure 8 revisits Sieve and shows the contracts of level type and max for three of its components. We denote components with the define/component construct, which allows to specify the list of possible contracts for each component. Since level none maps trivially to any/c, we omit it. The contracts in the figure are mostly the same as those for these three definitions in figure 2 from section 2. The two differences are that (i) we omit the tag-level contract (a.1) for sift, and we add a simple type level contract for primes alongside the partial-functional-correctness contract from figure 1. Moreover, in this version of the program we bundle all the contracts of each definition in the macro contract-map. To obtain the different configurations of the program, we choose a level for each definition at compile time, and keep only the contract of that level in the code we run. Put differently, with the contract-map macro we encode the configuration maps for a program’s components in the program directly. Finally, since all mutants of Sieve have the same components as the original Sieve, we first add contracts to the latter and then mutate the components (but not the contracts). Figure 9 displays this process.

4.3 The Configuration Comparison

While the Blame Trail hypotheses tells us whether blame achieves its pragmatic goal of helping to narrow down the location of bugs, the Search Progress hypothesis examines whether it does so in a predictable and systematic manner. As we discuss briefly in section 3, the configuration comparison models what it means for blame shifting to move blame “closer” to the faulty component. Hence, the selection of the configuration comparison determines what we learn from examining the Search Progress hypothesis for a contract system.

Specifically, an unfortunate choice of configuration comparison can make the hypothesis trivially true for all contract systems and therefore uninteresting. For example, consider a comparison that returns true if a configuration is closer to the top of the lattice than another. By the construction
Does Blame Shifting Work? 65:17

(define/component (include? hd n)
  (contract-map
    [max (->i ([hd integer?] [n integer?])
      [result (hd n)
        (= hd (* n (/ hd n)))]
    [type (-> integer? integer? boolean?)
      (not (= 0 (modulo hd n)))]
  (define/component (sift n st)
    (contract-map
      [max (-> (streamof integer?) sieved-stream/c)]
    [type (-> (streamof integer?) (streamof integer?))]
      (define-values (hd tl)
        (stream-unfold st))
    (cond [
      (include? hd n) (sift n tl)]
    [else
      (make-stream
        hd
      (λ () (sift n tl)))]))

Fig. 11. A refactoring of sift and its impact on tracing. The dotted arrows denote influence, while the solid arrows denote the flow of a faulty value.

of the lattice, this is trivially true for all pairs of a configuration and its ascendant along a blame trail, independently of the design of the contract system. Indeed, we do not even need to run the experiment to decide that Search Progress holds!

Other comparisons that at first glance seem like promising candidates turn out to be equally uninteresting. For example, an instinctive choice is to define the comparison based on the distance between the blamed component and the component that contains the fault in the stack trace of a contract violation. However, the stack trace may contain neither the blamed component nor the faulty component. The first mutation of Sieve in figure 10 results in a program with such behavior. In a configuration of the mutant where sift has its max contract, the program raises a contract violation as it accesses elements of the primes stream. The violation points to sift, which is also the faulty component in this case, but sift is not on the stack of the program when the contract system signals the violation. Hence, this choice of comparison does not help us understand the relationship between blame and bugs even in simple scenarios.

In this light, we have constructed a specialized comparison for our Racket experiment based on the runtime flow of the witness of a contract violation from component to component as we discuss in section 2. We cannot argue that our choice is canonical — indeed as we hint with the discussion about configuration comparisons we doubt that a canonical choice exists. That said, we are confident that our metric is suitable for this first study for two reasons. First, the comparison is based on the propagation of ownership annotations from the theory of blame [Dimoulas et al. 2011, 2012]. That theory formalizes intuitions from the practice of contracts in Racket, and has itself lead to numerous enhancements of Racket’s contract system (e.g. [Dimoulas et al. 2011; Moore...
et al. 2016; Takikawa et al. 2012]). Second (and post-facto), as we discuss in sections 5 and 6, the comparison has revealed interesting and subtle facts about Racket’s contract system.

At a first approximation, our comparison relies on an execution trace that keeps track of the flow from one component to another of the witness of the contract violation. The right-hand side of figure 10 shows that information for two different mutations of Sieve. In the first mutation, sift places faulty values in its stream result that trickle all the way down to primes. In the second one, primes constructs a wrong starting stream for sieve and when the latter returns its result, the result contains multiples of 4. In both cases, our trace marks what components contribute directly in the flow of the faulty values that trigger the contract violation.

However, a direct role in the flow of these values is not the only way that a bug can cause a contract violation. Figure 11 shows a slight refactoring of the first mutant of Sieve from figure 10 where the faulty component include? influences indirectly the contract violation.

5 If we ignore this indirect influence and run this variant of Sieve in a configuration where the contract of include? is at max level, then the contract system blames the faulty include? but the latter is not on the trace. To remedy such situations, our trace keeps track not only of direct control of components on the witness of a contract violation but also indirect influence. The right-hand side of figure 11 explains the trace for this variant of Sieve pictorially. The interested reader can find a precise description of how we compute traces in the appendix in the form of a formal (PLT Redex) model.

Given now two traces for two significant configurations, such that the traces are related by a prefix relation, we define the result of the comparison to be true iff the distance between the occurrences of the blamed and faulty components in the first trace is less than or equal to that in the second trace. Because there may be multiple such occurrences, we conservatively pick the last occurrence of the blamed component and the first occurrence of the faulty one to compute the comparison. This choice is conservative in that it assumes that the bug was encountered the first time that the buggy component has control in the execution, even though the bug may not be triggered until a later point in the computation. We call the difference between the index of the faulty component and the blamed component the blame-fault distance of a configuration. For example, if the trace for a configuration that blames component B is [A, B, C, F, C, B, A, C, F, B] and the faulty component is F, then the blame-fault distance for the configuration is 6 since the first occurrence of F is at index 3 and the last occurrence of B is at index 9. Comparisons between blame-fault distances are only meaningful if they correspond to traces that are related by a prefix relation. For example, consider another trace entirely unrelated to the one above: [F, C, B]. The fact that the blame-fault distance for the configuration that produces this trace is only 2 has no meaningful relation to the blame-fault distance of 6 for the configuration above, because the traces represent completely different computations. Hence, our comparison is not defined on such pairs of configurations.

We have implemented an instrumentation framework that produces the trace for a program as a Racket language called flow-trace. In the first phase of the experiment we run each configuration under the instrumentation framework, and we stash each trace to analyze it in the second phase.

Our comparison must deal with a characteristic of contracts; contracts consist of ordinary code. Contract checking can therefore contribute to the trace of the program proper. Our instrumentation framework explicitly excludes contract code from extending the trace. After all, extensions to the trace due to contracts do not correspond to behavior of the program.

Extending the trace is not the only way that contract code can influence our comparison. The process of checking contracts may itself produce contract violations. There are two subtly different

---

9 The post-condition of the new ->i contract in figure 11 uses a Racket idiom; if hd is divisible by n then the post-condition evaluates to #t which is the contract that accepts only the value #t, and correspondingly for the opposite case.
Table 4. Results summary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>program</th>
<th>lattice size</th>
<th>mutants</th>
<th>blame trails</th>
<th>Blame Trail</th>
<th>Search Progress</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dungeon</td>
<td>$1.41 \times 10^{28}$</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3728</td>
<td>× (276)</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forth</td>
<td>$7.62 \times 10^{12}$</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>8920</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KCFA</td>
<td>$6.17 \times 10^{14}$</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>6547</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>× (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBTA</td>
<td>$4.05 \times 10^{18}$</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>5999</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morsecode</td>
<td>$6.17 \times 10^{14}$</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>6011</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sieve</td>
<td>$5.90 \times 10^{4}$</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2658</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snake</td>
<td>$2.05 \times 10^{14}$</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>9882</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ways that this can occur. First, a contract may check a property of a value and this check may cause the value to violate another contract. Second, contract code may use a value from a faulty component that in turn triggers a contract violation. Since programmers cannot distinguish contract violations that occur in these ways from those that arise otherwise, our experiment treats all contract violations the same. We give concrete examples from our experiment for both of the above cases as part of the discussion of our experimental results in section 5.

4.4 Lattice Sizes and Sampling

As we mention above we treat each definition as a component. A consequence of this decision is that examining the whole lattice for each of the mutants becomes unfeasible. As figure 2 shows, most of the programs contain dozens of definitions resulting in lattices with as many as $1.41 \times 10^{28}$ configurations. Since running a single configuration can take 10 minutes or more (due to contract checking and instrumentation), running every possible configuration is impractical. Evidence from similar contexts suggests that randomly sampling the lattice instead of an exhaustive exploration is an effective alternative [Greenman et al. 2019]. Hence we randomly sample enough significant configurations from the lattice to obtain a confidence of 0.95 (with margin of error 0.05) about whether our hypotheses hold or not. See accompanying appendix for the details of the calculations for the sufficient size of samples for this estimate. Exploring more of the lattice would yield higher confidence in the generalizability of our results for each benchmark in cases where no violations of a property (e.g. Blame Trail) are found. In such cases, we could be more certain that we did not simply miss the configuration(s) that reveal the violation by exploring the lattice more fully. Our choice of random sample counts reflects the (informal) standard practice of estimating results to 95 percent or higher confidence.

5 RESULTS

We run our experiment on Northwestern University’s Quest cluster and we set a maximum timeout of 4 hours and space limit of 6 GB per configuration.

The table in figure 4 summarizes the results of our experiment. For each program it reports:

- lattice size. Since mutants have all the same number of components and contract maps, the size of the lattice is the same for all mutants of program.
- mutants. Exploring all mutants of a program is not feasible. As we discuss in section 3, some mutants do not result in blame even for the top configuration of the lattice. Others have configurations that do not terminate within reasonable time or space constraints.
- blame trails. The cumulative number of trail paths we sampled for all considered mutants of a program.
• Blame Trail. Whether or not all blame trails across all mutants for a program satisfy the Blame Trail hypothesis (and count of how many blame trails violate it if any).
• Search Progress. Whether or not all blame trails across all mutants for a program satisfy the Search Progress hypothesis (and count of how many blame trails violate it if any).

We have uncovered violations of both hypotheses. In the remainder of this section we discuss these violations and what they imply for the design of Racket’s contract system.

5.1 Blame Trail
Dungeon is the only program with mutants that fail Blame Trail. Since there are mutants with blame trails that terminate at a configuration that blames a component other than the faulty one, blame shifting in Dungeon does not always settle on the component containing the bug.

All of the problematic mutants exhibit a common pattern. In particular, the all such mutants have bugs which affect the order in which different components of Dungeon call a function that produces a stream of numbers; the order of such calls turns out to be critical for the functional correctness of the program.

To make the discussion concrete, consider the simplified program inspired by Dungeon in figure 12. Its next-number! function produces numbers from a pre-defined sequence and functions asks-for-2-small-numbers and asks-for-1-small-number use next-number!’s results to call small-number-please. The latter requires that its arguments are less than 10, and it has a contract that captures this constraint. The first function (asks-for-2-small-numbers) obtains numbers from the sequence and passes them to small-number-please in a loop that iterates twice; it does not verify that the numbers are appropriately sized. The second function (asks-for-1-small-number) does the same but only once. The original version of the program completes without issue because the sequence of numbers is constructed to start with three small numbers. asks-for-2-small-numbers provides the first two of those to small-number-please, and asks-for-1-small-number provides the third.

However, the mutation noted in asks-for-2-small-numbers causes a failure. It changes the number of iterations of the loop from 2 to 3, resulting in asks-for-2-small-numbers obtaining all three small numbers from the sequence. As a result, asks-for-1-small-number receives 30 from next-number! and the contract of small-number-please blames asks-for-1-small-number. The bug, however, is in asks-for-2-small-numbers, and none of Racket’s contract combinators can be used to create a contract for asks-for-1-small-number that shifts the blame to asks-for-2-small-numbers. Hence, the blame settles on asks-for-1-small-number despite it not being the faulty component, violating Blame Trail.

In effect, the program assumes a protocol specifying the number of calls of next-number!, and Racket’s contract combinators cannot express that protocol. While it is possible to write contracts that communicate using shared state to enforce the protocol, Racket’s combinators provide no support for specifying such properties. As a result, the bug evades the contracts of the components of Dungeon and eventually changes the functional behavior of some component unrelated to the bug. The contracts therefore do detect the deviation from functional correctness, but the contract system cannot trace it back to the faulty component.

5.2 Search Progress
The table of results also shows that a few of the mutants of KCFA violate Progress Search. This means that, for those mutants, there are blame trails where strengthening the precision of contracts causes blame to move further rather than closer to the bug according to our configuration comparison.
Blame eventually does settle on the faulty component, as no mutant of KCFA violates Blame Trail, but in the process blame shifting seemingly leads to a detour.

These violations also fall into a common pattern that has to do with a quirk of our configuration comparison and, in particular, the way we compute the blame-fault distance. The simple program in figure 13 demonstrates the problem concretely. The program defines three functions (wrap, wrap-again, and main), and a box (the-box). The box contains a boolean but, as the comment implies, should contain a number. All box/c contracts are "lazy"; the contract system checks them when a component attempts to access a box that has such a contract. The contract of main, in contrast, forces strict checking by accessing the box directly. In the configuration where the contract of wrap-again is at the none level, the contract system blames wrap-again, while in an ascendant configuration – where we strengthen the latter function’s contract to the type level – the contract system blames the-box. The difference in blame is due to the different box/c contracts the-box accumulates as it flows through the program to main in the two configurations. The trace, which is common for both configurations, captures this flow:

\[\text{[wrap, wrap-again, the-box, wrap-again, wrap, wrap-again, the-box, main]}\]

The first seven entries correspond to the evaluation of the definitions while the last one comes from the call to main. The sub-trace

\[\text{[the-box, wrap-again, wrap, wrap-again, the-box]}\]
indicates the direct flow of the box through these functions. The first configuration blames wrap-again, and the second blames the-box. Hence, the blame-fault distance for the first is smaller than the second, despite the second blaming the faulty component. This is because we compute the blame-fault distance as the difference between the index of the first occurrence of the faulty component and the last of the blamed one.

In fact, the decrease in distance is an artifact of excluding contract code from the trace, as we discuss in section 4. Specifically, the trace does not contain any entries due to the contract of main accessing the-box. If we include those entries, evaluating the first configuration would extend the actual trace with the following suffix on the left, while the running the second configuration would extend the trace with the suffix on the right

\text{[the-box, wrap-again, wrap], [the-box, wrap-again, wrap, wrap-again]}

In both cases, the traces would end with the point of the contract violation rather than the failed call to main, and the distance would decrease as expected.

In other words, in some cases where evaluating contract code triggers other contract checks, even if a configuration blames the faulty component, our comparison conservatively decides that it is further from the bug than a configuration that does not blame the faulty component. As the example demonstrates, this is necessary to obtain sound results given that our traces ignore points where a component influences the evaluation of contract code to capture only the behavior of the program proper we examine.

6 TO SHIFT OR NOT TO SHIFT?

The paper begins with a question; “Can programmers follow blame to find a bug?”. Our results do not provide a definite answer. Both Blame Trail and Search Progress hold for the majority of programs and bugs we examined. This implies that in these scenarios, programmers can trust blame, increasing the precision of contracts along the blame trail, and reach the bug. However, the hypothesis violations we discovered indicate that this is not a generalizable strategy, at least for the Racket contract system today. Even though the outcome seems bleak, our experiment has highlighted both actionable limitations of Racket’s contract system design and fundamental but subtle issues about the interactions of contracts with the code they monitor. It is worth noting that the theory of blame [Dimoulas et al. 2011, 2012] cannot uncover the same problems. First, the theory focuses on the semantics of blame rather than its pragmatic relation with bugs. Second, the theory deals with abstract models that capture the essence of contract system design without the corner cases of practical implementations. In that sense, the experiment has demonstrated that our experimental design is a method complementary to the theory of blame that deserves a place in the toolkit of programming language designers. This is especially timely in the context of recent work on contract systems and gradual typing that, for pragmatic reasons, explores different blame strategies (e.g. Reticulated Python [Vitousek et al. 2017]).

6.1 Lessons Learned

Each of the two ways that our experiment violated the hypotheses brought up distinct points about Racket’s contract system and contracts generally. First, the violation of Blame Trail exemplifies an expressiveness problem for Racket contracts. Racket’s contract combinators cannot express protocols like the one identified in Dungeon, even though they are quite common in real programs. For example, file system APIs implicitly come with protocols about when operations can be applied to a file, and in what order: an open file cannot be re-opened, a closed file cannot be read or written to, and so on. Protocols do not only describe temporal properties, but also other restrictions on the proper use of components, such as security. Thus, protocols are a natural extension for Racket’s
contract system. In general, there have been some steps towards protocol contracts [Dimoulas et al. 2016; Disney et al. 2011; Heidegger et al. 2012; Moore et al. 2016, 2014; Scholliers et al. 2015], but understanding how to design and implement them remains largely an open research question.

The violations of Search Progress illustrate a nuanced point about how contracts affect program behavior beyond raising contract violations as expected; the experiment has highlighted a number of the subtle ways that this can manifest. The most obvious way that this happens is related to the length of a program trace. We would anticipate that increasing the precision of contracts always results in traces that are shorter (or equal) to the original, because more precise contracts should detect problems earlier. However, contracts may increase the length of a trace because checking contracts entails running more code than the original program (see for instance [Findler et al. 2007]). We describe this situation together with how our configuration comparison accounts for it by suppressing traces due to contract code in section 4.

Another way that contracts can affect programs is that they use program values that already have contracts. Contract code triggers violations of those contracts that may not manifest in a program with different contracts. That is, these violations are not related to the behavior of the program proper, but rather are due to the contracts exploring the code on their own\(^\text{10}\). In section 5, we explain how this is the cause of violations of Search Progress.

Beyond raising contract errors and extending the program trace, because contracts are ordinary code, they can cause arbitrary effects that in turn may influence the behavior of a program in unexpected ways. For example, in the course of analyzing preliminary data for KCFA, we discovered traces from pairs of configurations that differed substantially in ways that were difficult to explain. These situations arise because the contracts in one configuration subtly alter the internal state of the runtime in ways that the other configuration does not. These contracts do nothing unusual, they merely check whether a value is a member of a set. However, in Racket, every value can be assigned an identifying number by the runtime called an \texttt{eq-hash-code}; the way the runtime assigns these numbers is using a simple counter that increments on every request. If a value does not have such a number, asking whether that value is a member of a non-empty set causes the runtime to assign one. Thus, checking a contract can cause the runtime to assign more \texttt{eq-hash-codes} than in a program without the contract. Figure 14 demonstrates this situation with a small program; the program creates a set \(s\) of data structs and a function \(f\) which expects an argument that is not in the set. When we provide to \(f\) one such value, we observe that it is assigned an \texttt{eq-hash-code}. The last two lines of the example illustrate that \(e\) has been assigned an \texttt{eq-hash-code} before \(d\) due to \(f\)’s contract (the function \texttt{eq-hash-code} returns the code of its argument, requesting a new code if necessary). Normally, the behavior of programs should not rely on \texttt{eq-hash-codes}; however, the \texttt{eq-hash-code} of values in some data

\[^{10}\text{This extra exploration is a well-known phenomenon of contracts which has an interesting interplay with laziness [Chitil et al. 2003; Degen et al. 2009, 2012; Dimoulas and Felleisen 2011; Hinze et al. 2006].}\]
structures, such as a set, can influence the iteration order of elements in the data structure (along with other similar effects). Hence, the traces revealed how contract code that causes the runtime to assign more `eq-hash-code`s in one configuration but not the other can easily lead to changes in the program behavior. Since this situation can make the traces of two configurations incomparable for the experiment, our instrumentation framework replaces Racket’s data structures with versions that do not depend on `eq-hash-code`.\textsuperscript{11} As defined in section 4, configurations are only comparable if they produce traces related by a prefix relation. Hence, this compromise is necessary and we discuss its effect on the validity of our results in the next subsection.

In sum, our experiment has provided evidence for the need to understand the interaction between contracts and effects. This interaction goes both ways: how contracts can express the correct behavior of effectful programs, for example with protocols; and how we can protect both programs and contracts from unintentional interference due to effects.

### 6.2 Threats to Validity

We have identified a number of threats to the validity of our conclusions. First, even though we selected programs with a wide variety of Racket features exercising most of the interesting aspects of Racket’s contract system, the programs do not cover the full range of Racket. For example, none of the programs use continuations. Furthermore, the programs don’t use any concurrency and parallelism features, the interactions of which with contracts is in fact another largely unexplored area for contracts research [Shinnar 2011].

Second, another threat lies in our use of mutation to inject synthetic bugs. It remains unclear how the synthetic bugs from the mutation operators we use relate to bugs in the wild (compare for example Gopinath et al. [2014] and Just et al. [2014]), especially since many real faults may not even be attributable to a single location in a program [Thung et al. 2012] (this is a limitation of the experimental design as a whole). That said, mutation allows us to apply the experiment in a controlled manner: the nature of mutations being single syntactic variations makes defining the specific location of the fault obvious, and mutations allow us to inject a single fault in programs that we are highly confident are correct.

Third, our selection of contracts for the experiment is also a source of bias. There are many different properties of components one can select to express in a contract, and there are many ways one can implement a contract for a particular property. We implemented the contracts manually, so this opens the possibility that our conclusions fail to generalize to other contracts. To mitigate this threat, we focused on two non-trivial representative kinds of properties: type-like specifications, and partial functional correctness. For the type-like specifications, we followed closely the Typed Racket interfaces that came with the programs. As for functional correctness, we believe that variations in contract implementation are most significant in selecting relatively weak properties to enforce, and that as contracts approach a maximal specification such vagaries are minimized.

Fourth, as we state throughout the paper, the configuration comparison is an important parameter of the experiment and determines the interpretation of the second hypothesis. So our conclusions about how strengthening contracts shifts blame closer to the bug are not generalizable to other notions of distance. However, we have picked this particular comparison because we believe it captures the order in which different components contribute to a contract violation.

Fifth, our decision to use data structures with iteration order independent of `eq-hash-code`s, as we discuss above, is necessary given our selection of configuration comparison, but it deviates in some scenarios from the implementation of Racket. Nonetheless, the behavior of the data structures in our infrastructure conforms with the non-deterministic semantics of Racket about hash-based

\textsuperscript{11}According to the Racket documentation, the order of iteration for these data structures is unspecified.
data structure iteration according to its documentation. The only program that we observed being affected by this discrepancy is KCFA.

Sixth, our ability to explore the lattices of the mutants was subject to the constraints of the running environment; it is possible that having access to more powerful machines would have allowed us to explore a larger portion of each lattice as well as more mutants.

7 RELATED WORK

Our work builds on a wide range of results across the areas of programming languages, software engineering, and security. Foremost, we draw inspiration from and rely upon research investigating contract systems and blame. Next, as we describe an evaluation of blame in terms of its relation to the location of bugs in programs, our work relates to research on fault localization and error report accuracy. Finally, our instantiation of the experiment for Racket builds upon ideas from program tracing, provenance, and mutation testing.

7.1 Contracts and Blame

Eiffel is the first programming language to popularize the idea and practice of contracts with the introduction of the “Design by Contract” methodology [Meyer 1988, 1991, 1992]. Findler and Felleisen [2002] use delayed checks to lift contracts to the world of higher order functions. This work has since led to a significant body of research on the design of higher order contract systems [Disney et al. 2011; Feltey et al. 2018; Findler and Blume 2006; Findler et al. 2007; Greenberg 2015; Greenberg et al. 2010; Heidegger et al. 2012; Hinze et al. 2006; Jia et al. 2016; Keil and Thiemann 2015; Moore et al. 2016, 2014; Scholliers et al. 2015; Strickland and Felleisen 2009a, b; Strickland et al. 2012; Swords et al. 2015; Takikawa et al. 2012; Waye et al. 2017] and their semantics [Blume and McAllester 2006; Degen et al. 2008, 2009, 2010, 2012; Dimoulas and Felleisen 2011; Dimoulas et al. 2011, 2012; Findler et al. 2004].

An aspect of the research on the semantics of contracts is to formally describe correctness criteria for blame [Dimoulas et al. 2011]. This work gives meaning to blame as a view of the flow of the witness of a contract violation, but does not investigate the pragmatic relationship between blame and bugs in programs, which is the aim of our paper. However, the theoretical work about blame has been a source of inspiration for the design of our experiment.

Blame also plays an important role in gradual typing [Ahmed et al. 2009; Garcia 2013; Igarashi et al. 2017; Siek et al. 2009, 2015a, b; Siek and Wadler 2010; Vitousek et al. 2014; Wadler and Findler 2009; Williams et al. 2018]. We anticipate that the experimental design we present is also applicable in that setting to explore and evaluate design strategies. For example, Vitousek et al. [2017] modify blame assignment dramatically to meet real-world practical constraints for gradual typing, and our method could help clarify whether blame in this setting can help narrow the search for the bug.

7.2 Fault Localization

The well-established area of fault localization is also related to our work. Its origins go back to the interactive debugging approach of Shapiro [1983], and modern automatic fault localization research build on the work of Agrawal ([Agrawal 1991; Agrawal et al. 1995]) and Jones et al. [2002], who use comparisons of successful and failing executions of a program to deduce a set of likely faulty program statements. Tangentially related along the thread of fault localization is extensive work on the accuracy of type checker error messages, the foundations of which are summarized by Heeren [2005]. However, we expressly do not aim (i) to propose a technique or evaluation method for fault localization, or (ii) to improve the accuracy of the error messages that a contract system produces. Rather, our goal is to analyze blame from a pragmatic perspective, and use this analysis to evaluate contract systems.
7.3 Provenance and Tracing

Our Racket experiment uses a configuration comparison defined over program traces, and hence we build upon a large body of work on program tracing. The tracing semantics of Perera et al. [2012] are a source of inspiration for our traces, though they focus on the application of tracing for debugging. Our traces also have high level similarities to work on provenance. Acar et al. [2013] describe a generic model of data provenance for higher order functional programming languages. Cheney et al. [2007] investigate a formulation of provenance in terms of dependency analysis, and they apply this understanding to databases. Cheney [2011] provides a formal definition of provenance with the aim of defining common security properties in terms of provenance. While these results are clearly related to our traces, we are unable to find a form of provenance or tracing that corresponds precisely to our traces.

7.4 Mutation Testing

Our Racket experiment obtains faulty programs using mutations. Research on mutation testing began with the work of DeMillo et al. [1988, 1978] and Lipton [1971], and has since seen significant interest in the field of software engineering. Jia and Harman [2011] provide a cogent overview of the history of mutation testing, its prevalent techniques, and its limitations. While mutation testing was first developed in the context of imperative programming languages, Le et al. [2014] describe the application of mutation testing techniques to higher order functional programs and demonstrate its effectiveness. However, the applicability of mutation testing techniques to generate faults in place of real faults in research is not immediately clear, and the kinds of faults generated by mutation are often quite distinct from those in real programs, as described by Gopinath et al. [2014]. On the other hand, Just et al. [2014] describe the traditional use of mutation testing for fault injection, and provides empirical evidence that such faults effectively simulate real faults in the context of test suite evaluation. We discuss what this implies for our work in section 6.

8 PRAGMATICS, NOT ONLY SEMANTICS

This paper introduces a principled method to explore whether the design of a contract system realizes the true purpose of blame; helping programmers track down bugs. As evidence in favor of our method, we use it to evaluate Racket’s contract system. Even though the result of the evaluation is not definitive, the method highlights corner cases that demonstrate its utility as an analytical tool for understanding the pragmatic meaning of blame.

The pragmatic meaning of blame captures aspects of contract systems that semantics alone does not. In particular, it reflects how informative blame is with respect to bugs. Hence, language designers can use our method to guide the evolution of contract systems based on factors beyond semantic correctness. For example, the designers of Racket can now ask, “Does the introduction of the semantically correct \( \rightarrow i \) result in pragmatic gains?” while the designers of Reticulated Python can ask, “How do practically-motivated tradeoffs that affect the precision of blame impact its pragmatic value?” In this light, this paper is a call to investigate the pragmatics of contract systems alongside their semantics.
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